Public Services Advisory Council  
Minutes  
2005-11-15  

Present: Dorsch, Kayiwa (recorder), Logan, Scherrer, Shuler, Weller  

Minutes of November 6th approved  

LHS Pilot project  

Daniel Enoch asked to explore on the possibilities of deploying a new logon/ authentication server. Problems with logon persist. In addition prototype computer unable to print successfully to Universities Printing System. Kayiwa to report no later than December 1st on definite action plans from ACCC regarding enabling DHCP for the public terminals, or any other measures they can deploy.  

Scherrer to write new progress and deployment plans to University Librarian, upon receipt of a satisfactory prototype.  

Computer Use Policy  

Discussion on steps needed to educate the rest of the library staff on enforcing the new policy. Dorsch to work on document introducing computer use policy. The document will be presented to Steering on December 7 along with the quarterly PSAC report. Computer use policy to be distributed to Wendall Sullivan to be posted on the Library's website.  

State Library Virtual Reference Update:  

Discussion on the merits of joining the State of Illinois in Virtual Reference. Sandy De Groote to be invited to elucidate the council on what UIC will benefit from actively participating.  

Marketing Update  

Marketing Taskforce interested in a tag line for the library. With guidance from Universities Marketing team idea was dismissed. Council will allow the Marketing Task Force to continue to work unimpeded.  

Next meeting December 14, 2005 1300 hours.